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My invention relates to a current-control ap 
paratus and more particularly to apparatus in 
which the intensity of illumination Supplied toy 
lighting circuits is varied in a predetermined 

5 manner, such as is used in theatres and audi 
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toriums or for general interior or exterior ora 
mental lighting. 
An object of any invention is to provide atto 

matic means by which the intensity of tie is 
lumination may be controlled in a predeterrained 
manner during the scenes of a theatrical EO 
duction or over any selected time intervals. 
Another object of my invention is to provide 

a system of lighting control which Will be ex 
tremely flexible, allowing any desired Sequence 
of changes in the intensity of the illustination. 
Another object of my invention is to provide 

a system in which current in an electric circuit 
may be subjected to control in accordance With 
a desired program, and in which a very Sixage, 
cheap and readily alterable device Ray ke ei 
ployed to pre-define that program. 
A further object of my invention is to Orovide 

a system of lighting control of the presei, 
ulti-scene heatre Switchiocard type in Waicia 

the degree of illumination at any Qeriod during 
as sequence of changes may be caged 2S 23A237 
ge desired. 

these and other objects witi e Enade a paires it 
throughout the further description of tia in 
Vention. 
As one embodiment of my invention, an aii.e. 

nating-current lighting circuit is Coatoed 
through a reactor having a, direct-Suissent CCE 
trol winding. The control Wiriding is Supplied 
with current from a light-sensitive device 
through an amplifier. The aaount of light iali 
ing on the light-sensitive device is 7aried by 
means of a strip of translucent page: Or the like 
on which appropriately varied areas aa've Beera 
blocked-in and which is passed between a Soul rce 
of light and the light-sensitive device to Vary 
the amount of light striking the igit-sensitive 
device. In this way, the intensity of illumina,- 
tion is varied according to any desired prograa 
corresponding to the varying a nou Eat of light 
failing on the iight-sensitive device. The agga 
ratus by which this invention may be practiced 
is shown in the drawings, in which 

Figure 1 is a schematic diagrari, iiiustrating 
the apparatus and the circuits connected there 
With for controlling a single ighting circuit. 

Fig. 2 is a side view of a portion of the control 
strip and the aperture plate. 

(C. 13-a-346) 
Fig. 3 is a similar Viety of a modified control 

strip. 
Fig. 4 is a diagraga of 3, Snodified circuit waich 

Amay be used in the same nanner as the circuit 
siaOW in Fig. . 

Fig. 5 is a scientatic diagran showing the apa 
paratus and the circuits for controlling two in 
dependent lighting circuits. 

Referring particularly to Fig. , a single light 
ing circuit is illustrates having amps 2 spa 
plied for 8, SOLce of alternating curret, 3 
through inductive windings & or a, reacto 5. 
The reactor 5 comprises an iron coe having 
BegS 6, and 8, Sita i.e inductive alternating 
crea: Yindings & O legs 6 and 8. The nona 
inductance of Gine Windings 4 is such that the 
aIIOS 2. Wii 2.0, 8 iigated. A direct-current 
Contro widing 9 is Yovided on the cential leg 

O tie reacto. 
ae Winding 9 Serves to Satarate the core and 

therefoy educe the inged. Ace of the cois 4. Sub 
stantially in accordance with the Cre; ioting 
irog, he consol YYinding. 
The vinding 9 is energized by 2, gaitey i 

through a three-electice YacLE Re . Winic, 
:as a giate 2, 2, grid 3 a.d. a, clarent, 4. 
i.e. iianeri, is is tigated by 3, attery i5 
througia, a variaole resistance 6. Efe Gential 
ingressed on Eine grid 3 is controlled oy She 
potentiai drop ScoSS Rae 2sistance i, iiae Cr 
ren; through. Sinich is controiled by a fight, Sen 
sitive device, such as goto-electric cell i8 nay 
ing a cathode 3 a.Ed. 25 accle 32. Potential is 
applied across he hog-electric ce: oy 8, Fata 
ite:Sy S. 

Rae announ of ign, in OEs a source 20 yaica 
strikes the Eigh-sensitive device S is controlled 
Ray 2, stip or firA 23 Jaica is noved at Ween 
She light, 2 aide light-sensitive device 3. 
The stric 2 is inade of SOine translucent, Ana 
teria, Sich as pages, coin or celluloid. 

The ainount of light, Sylhich is allowed to gass 
through the strip 2 to strike the piloto-electric 
ce is controlled key gizaking a, Sportion of its 
Width opaque, as iradicated at 33. For exas Apie, 
as SiO7 is fig. 2, is the ful intensity of ini 
zation is desired to a, given tire, corres 
ponding to the line 22 On the strip, it Will ae 
transitcent acEOSS its ful Width p to that 
point, as at 34. If it is then desired to have the 
intensity of illumination gradually decrease to 
One half of its initial Value, during a period of 
time represented by the distance between the 
dotted lines 22 and 23, the strip will be made 
opaque toy blackening a, Spart of its width from 
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2 
one edge to the line 35. Thus, the translucent 
part of the strip has been narrowed from ful 
width at line 22 until only a part of the strip 
is translucent at the line 23. If it is then de 

5 sired to continue with this degree of illumina 
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tion, the width of the opaque portion will be 
Rinade Coastant, as at 36. 

the means used for blackening or rendering 
3, portion of the strip opaque may be pencil, ink, 
Or paint, out, in any case, it is desirable that it, 
ge of Sich character that is, nay be readily 
erased o' Washed off. This wi' permit, changes 
in the degree of illumination, given by the light 
isig circuit, to be readily radie, as they may be. 
COThe desirable, toy merely altering the width of 
the opaque portion of the strip. She width of 
Ya3aslucent area, required to produce any re 
quired intensity of the theatre lights inay readily 
be determined by trial in advance, his giving 
data for plotting any desired light program on the 
Control-strip. 
An aperture plate 24, having a slit 25, is 

placed between the light source 20 and the strip 
2. As the Strip is moved past the light-sensi 
tive device i8 and the aperture plate, the amount 
of light striking the light-sensitive device is 
controlled by the width of the portion of the 
strip which has been left translucent, 

In Fig. 3, another modification of the strip 21 
is shown. In this modification, the amount 
of light which is allowed to pass is varied by 
having the translucence of the strip varied over 
its winole width, according to the amount of 
light which it is desired shall ba passed. Fig. 
3 is drawn to represent the same change in ill 
lumination as does Fig. 2. The strip is fully 
translucent at 37 and gradually decreases in 
translucence at 38 during the period from lines 
22 to 23 where one hat the noirina amount of 
light is allowed to pass. This is then kept con 
stant after line 23 as at 39. 

The strip 23 is fed fron a roll 26, across the 
bean of light, to the rol. 2. The rol. 2 is 
driven by a suitable notor 28 supplied. Wit; 
power through lines 29. A speed-control device 
is indicated at 30 for varying the speed of the 
motor. This is desirable in order to vary the 
total time over which the given series of lighting 
changes are to take place. This is particularly 
desirable when the apparatus is used for theatre 
lighting control, since the total time taken by 
any Scene may be increased because of slower 
action by the players or because of interruptions 
by applause. 
While the apparatus is illustrated as using a 

reactor for controlling the lighting circuit, it is 
apparent that other control means may be used. 
For example, a resistance, the value of which 
is varied by a solenoid, which is actuated by the 
direct-current control winding, may be used. 
The amplifier has been shown as consisting 

of a single three-electrode vacuum tube 1. Ad 
ditional Stages of amplification may be used if 
desired, or other amplification means may read 
ily be used. 

It will be seen also that amplifiers and relays 
of various types may be applied to amplify the 
output of photo-cell 18 sufficiently to regulate 
the current in a load circuit. For example, the 
lighting current itself may traverse a grid-con 
trolled tube 41 connected as shown in Fig. 4. 
Potential of control grids 13' therein is varied. 
by photo-cell 18 and resistor 17 in the same way 
as in the apparatus of Fig. 1. When grids 13' 
are sufficiently negative in potential, no cur 

3,985,044 
rent can flow in mercury-arc tube 4 and sub 
stantially no current flows from alternating-cur 
rent Source 3, through transformer 42, to load 
circuit i. When grids 13' are not so negatively 
charged by current flow in resistor it, current 
paSSes alternately from each anode 2' to cath 
Ode 14' of tube 4i; and a corresponding alter 
nating current flows, through transformer 42, to 
load circuit i. 
Tube 4.1 may be a grid-controlled mercury 

arc tube or a gas-filled hot-cathodie tube or a 
cold-cathode grid-glow tube. 

It will be evident; tira, other Well-known ways 
of forming a strip of varying transit cency, such 
as ordinary photographic processes, may ge de 
sirably employed under certain circ instances. 
The drawings illustrate the use of only two 

lighting circuits but it should be understood that 
most installations, such as in theatres, will re 
quire a large number of circuits of various col 
ored lights which may be controlled individually 
or in groups. In order that each of the various 
groups of circuits may be controlled in a pre 
determined manner, it is desirable that the Con 
trol strips for all of the circuits be driven by a 
single motor in order that they may be kept 
in synchronism. 

If it is desired to control a group of circuits, 
a single light source may be used with its beam 
split to traverse the translucent strips control 
ling several individual circuit.S. he total 
amount of illumination on any scene may then 
be varied, without changing the relative amounts 
of light supplied by each circuit, by varying the 
amount of light from Source 20. This may be 
accomplisihed by use of a rheostat 43, by a shut 
ter, or by an additional translucent strip hav 
ing portions allowing the passage of different 
announts of light, which may be passed in front 
of the light, Source. 
From the foregoing description, it is seen that 

a, theatre-lighting control System is provided of 
extreme flexibility, in that any desired Sequence 
of changes in the degree of illumination may be 
obtained by merely plotting them. On the control 
strip. This use of a photoelectric cell and con 
trol strip is particularly advantageous in that 
the use of potentiometers or variable resistances, 
with their accompanying limitations, is entirely 
eliminated. 

It will, however, be evident that, while the 
system here described is applied to the control of 
theatre lights, the output current of the tube 11 
may flow in any circuit in which current flow in 
accordance with a predefined program is desired, 
and that the ease with which the program can 
be charted with ordinary writing materials on 
a simple transparent ribbon, and, upon occasion, 
can be altered at a moment's notice, is advan 
tageous in control generally. 
While I have illustrated and described par 

ticular embodiments of the invention, it will be 
recognized that they are merely by way of ill 
lustrating the broad principles of my invention 
which are of wide application, and that changes 
may be effected therein without departing from 
the spirit and scope thereof, as set forth in the 
appended claims. 

claim as my invention: 
1. In an illumination-control system, in com 

bination, a plurality of lighting circuits, a re 
actor for controling each of said circuits, a con 
trol winding on each reactor, a source of cur 
rent for the control windings, light-responsive 
means for varying the control current in each 
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1985,044 
winding, a common source of light for energiz 
ing all of Said light-responsive means, means 
for independently varying the amount of light 
Striking each of said light-responsive means to 
vary the illumination supplied by each lighting 
circuit independently of the other circuits, and 
means for varying the intensity of said common 
Source of light to vary simultaneously the ill 
mination Supplied by all the lighting circuits. 

2. In an illumination-control System, in com 
bination, a plurality of lighting circuits, a re 
actor for controlling each of said circuits, a con 
trol Winding on each reactor, a source of cur 
rent for the control windings, light-responsive 
means for varying the control current in each 
Winding, a common source of light for energiz 
ing all of Said light-responsive means, variable 
translucent means for independently varying 
the amount of light striking each of said light 
responsive means to vary the illumination Sup 
plied by each lighting circuit independently of 

3 
the other circuits, and means for varying the in 
tensity of said common source of light to vary 
simultaneously the illumination supplied by all 
the lighting circuits. 

3. In an illumination-control System, in com 
bination, a plurality of lighting circuits, mag 
netic-annplifying means for controlling each of 
said circuits, light-responsive means for con 
trolling the energization of the magnetic-ampli 
fying means, a common source of light for en 
ergizing all of Said light-responsive means, 
means for independently varying the amount of 
light striking each of Said light-responsive 
means to vary the illumination Supplied by each 
lighting circuit independently of the other cir 
cuits, and means for varying the intensity of 
Said common source of light to vary simul 
taneously the illumination Supplied by all the 
lighting circuits. 

FREDERCK. W. YLE. 
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